The focus of the learning analytics community bridges the gap between controlled educational research and data mining. Online learning platforms can be used to conduct randomized controlled trials to assist in the development of interventions that increase learning gains; datasets from such research can act as a treasure trove for inquisitive data miners. The present work employs a data mining approach on randomized controlled trial data from ASSISTments, a popular online learning platform, to assess the benefits of incorporating additional student performance data when attempting to differentiate between two user groups. Through a resampling technique, we show that partial credit, defined as an algorithmic combination of binary correctness, hint usage, and attempt count, can benefit assessment and group differentiation. Partial credit reduces sample sizes required to reliably differentiate between groups that are known to differ by 58%, and reduces sample sizes required to reliably differentiate between less distinct groups by 9%.
INTRODUCTION
The learning analytics and educational data mining communities have established a variety of well-vetted models to predict student knowledge and trace performance both within and across knowledge components (i.e., skills). The gold standard for student modeling, Knowledge Tracing (KT), has maintained its reign for almost a quarter-century despite relying on a rudimentary sequence of correct and incorrect responses to estimate the probability of student knowledge [2] . Attempts to enrich this approach have included supplemental estimates of prior knowledge to individualize predictions to each student [9] , supplemental estimates of item difficulty to individualize to each problem [10] , and the implementation of flexible correctness via consideration of hint usage and attempt count [12, 13, 7] . Despite these excursions, popular learning systems, including the Cognitive Tutor series, still largely rely on traditional KT to inform mastery learning [4] .
In parallel, enthusiastic support has been growing for the use of randomized controlled trials embedded within online learning platforms to investigate best practices and enhance the user experience. Randomized controlled trials are the soundest approach to social science, allowing researchers to postulate causal relationships between independent and dependent variables. Within the realm of education, experimental design has historically been longitudinal, with formal pre-and post-tests, highly controlled curricula, and vast sample populations required for class-level or even school-level randomization. However, the expanding popularity of online learning platforms used for classwork and homework offers researchers an opportunity to gather data more efficiently, with fewer logistic constraints, and requiring smaller samples due to random assignment at the student-level.
The present work employs data mining methodologies on randomized controlled trial data from ASSISTments, a popular online learning platform, to assess the benefits of incorporating additional student performance data when attempting to differentiate between two user groups. The platform, created in 2002, now supports over 50,000 users around the world, providing students with immediate feedback and enhancing assessment for teachers [3] . The ASSISTments platform is an easily accessible shared tool for educational research that offers the unique opportunity to bridge the gap between the analysis of randomized controlled trials and more traditional data mining. Considering student performance variables for the purpose of group differentiation is arguably a worthy venture for both realms.
Many learning platforms assess student performance using standard binary correctness (i.e., a student's accuracy on her first solution attempt). Instead, we argue for a combination of features that better define the learning process: initial accuracy, feedback usage, and attempts required for success. The present work suggests that such features can be combined to establish a partial credit metric to enhance analytic efficiency when attempting to differentiate between two user groups (i.e., experimental conditions). It is not surprising that a more robust view of student performance can alter a researcher's ability to pinpoint the effectiveness of an intervention. Modeling numerous features per data point requires fewer data points to arrive at distinct conclusions (i.e., posttests could simultaneously be shortened and yet made more robust for both students and researchers). Previous Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. work has also suggested that infusing controlled assessment with learning opportunities (i.e., providing feedback or allowing multiple attempts) directly benefits robust student learning [1] . However, many researchers hesitate when considering the allowance of these features within posttests. As such, the present work seeks to validate the allowance of 'partial credit' within randomized controlled trial posttests.
Although ASSISTments employs binary scoring, feedback usage and attempts required for success can be considered in the algorithmic calculation of partial credit scores. Recent research within ASSISTments has examined the potential benefits of partial credit scoring for student modeling [7] and has validated partial credit penalizations using an extensive grid search of possible scoring procedures [6] . We extend this work by asking: Does partial credit scoring enhance the efficiency with which significant differences can be detected between groups of students within a randomized controlled trial? We define 'enhanced efficiency' as a reduction in the sample size required to reliably observe significant differences between groups (akin to enhancing power, or reducing Type II error).
DATASET
The dataset is comprised of log files from a previously published randomized controlled trial on the effects of interleaving skill content within a brief homework assignment [8] . The original study was conducted with a group of participating teachers from a suburban middle school in Massachusetts. Researchers worked with teachers to select content for three skills (A, B, C). A practice session comprised of twelve questions (four per skill) was presented to students in one of two possible linear presentations: blocked or interleaved. Students randomly assigned to the blocked condition received questions grouped by skill (A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3, B4, C1, C2, C3, C4), while those randomly assigned to the interleaved condition received the same questions in a mixed skill pattern (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, A3, B3, C3, B4, C4, A4). All students partook in a follow-up assignment containing three questions (A5, B5, C5) as a delayed posttest. The posttest was presented with tutoring in the form of on-demand hint messages and students were allowed multiple attempts to achieve accuracy.
The original work presented an Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) on the average posttest performance of 146 students (n Blocked = 60, n Interleaved = 86) based on binary scoring. Results only trended toward significance across the full sample, but split file analyses revealed significant learning gains for low skill students who had received the interleaved assignment. In a parallel analysis, average hint usage and attempt counts at posttest were considered through a Multivariate Analysis of Covariance (MANCOVA), with results suggesting a significant multivariate effect driven by a reduction in posttest hint usage for students in the interleaved condition. These results inspired the present work. Binary scoring alone could not consistently allow for reliable group differentiation until controlling for student skill level.
Additionally, robust value was added via consideration of posttest variables that define partial credit in the present work. How would results have differed if the authors of the original work had considered algorithmic partial credit scoring?
METHODOLOGY
To examine the potential for using partial credit as a metric to more efficiently differentiate between groups, the dataset was processed using a definition of partial credit scoring previously validated within ASSISTments. Past research on modeling student performance within ASSISTments has revealed that certain definitions of partial credit significantly outperform others when attempting to predict next problem performance [6] . The algorithm presented in Figure 1 , originally defined in [7] , has been proven as an effective definition in the context of modeling student performance [7] . This algorithm establishes a score categorization based on logged information regarding the student's performance: the number of attempts required to reach an accurate response (attempt), the number of hints requested (hint_count), and whether or not the student was provided the answer through the bottom out hint (bottom_hint). A version of this algorithm was recently implemented within the ASSISTments platform.
After passing the dataset through the algorithm presented in Figure 1 , the resulting file contained categorical partial credit scores (0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 1.0) for each students' performance on each problem in the practice and posttest sessions. Students could still earn full credit in the traditional sense (i.e., answering correctly on the first attempt), but only lost full credit if they made more than five attempts or were provided the answer through the bottom out hint. An example of the processed data, with variables from the original file as well as the resulting penalizations and partial credit scores, is presented in Table 1 . The processed dataset has been stripped of student identifiers and is available at [11] for reference.
When considering user groups, this dataset offered two clear opportunities for group differentiation: experimental condition and discretized student performance level. The latter metric defines students as either high performing or low performing The resampling process used to create samples of n students from each population. Each set of samples was used in a t-test and significance values were recorded. This process was repeated 5,000 times for each group of n students.
based on a measure of prior knowledge calculated using the ASSISTments database. Prior knowledge is established by considering the average accuracy (in the binary sense) of all problems that a student has ever solved within ASSISTments. A median split can then be applied to this metric within a dataset to discretize groups of generally 'high performing' and generally 'low performing' students. In previous research, these groups have been found to exhibit significantly different performance, with low performing students logging reliably lower accuracy, more hints, and more attempts [8] . Thus, while observing differentiation between experimental conditions is subject to the success of the intervention, grouping students by skill level offers an obvious differentiation to test the efficacy of partial credit.
The full sample (146 students) was used to test differentiation between student performance levels. Equivalent samples of students were randomly selected from each performance level in single student increments (i.e., 5 students, 6 students, 7 students, etc.) For each set of equivalent samples of size n, an independent samples t-test was performed to compare the difference in partial credit scores between Sample 1 (a subset, n, of high performing students) and Sample 2 (a subset, n, of low performing students). A p-value denoting level of significance was recorded. This process was repeated to examine differences between Sample 1 and Sample 2 when considering binary scoring. These 'trials' were repeated 5,000 times per sampling increment. This process is depicted visually in Figure 2 . For both partial and binary credit, sets of resulting p-values were then analyzed to determine the percentage of trials in which significant differences were observed between samples (p < .05). Findings were graphed for a visual comparison of the two scoring methods. Analyses and mappings were conducted using MATLAB [5] via code available for further consideration at [11] .
This procedure was also used to differentiate between students based on experimental condition: blocked or interleaved. As the original work suggested that experimental condition only significantly altered achievement in low performing students, the present analysis considers only this subset of the original sample.
Resampling with replacement was then used to establish artificial groups as large as desired. Please note that resampling is not employed in the present work to draw conclusions regarding the strength of a particular subsample or condition. The sole purpose of our analysis is to show that partial credit scoring can be used to reduce the sample sizes required to reliably differentiate between groups.
RESULTS
Results suggest that partial credit is exceptionally efficient in differentiating between distinct groups. Table 2 presents the differences in average correctness, hint usage, and attempt count observed when students are discretized into high and low performance levels -two groups that we know to be quite discernible and are therefore used here to validate our approach. Figure 3 depicts the percentage of samples in which significant differences were observed between these two groups. As these groups show obvious distinctions, both binary and partial credit scoring allow for 100% reliability of group differentiation with samples of fewer than 60 students. However, it should be noted that partial credit (red/dashed line) requires consistently smaller samples and attains reliability far more efficiently than binary scoring (blue/solid line). The resampling procedure suggested that when using partial credit, equivalent groups of 13 students offer enough power to observe significant differences between performance levels in 90% of trials, while equivalent groups of 31 students were required when using binary scoring. Thus, within this context, using partial credit allowed sample sizes to be reduced by 58% while still obtaining the same result.
Although significant differences between experimental conditions within low performing students were more difficult to discern, as limited by the strength of the intervention, partial credit continued to offer more robust group differentiation when considering these user groups, as depicted in Figure 4 . An analysis of means for the variables that combine to form partial credit revealed that low performing students in the interleaved condition were more accurate on average at posttest with fewer hints, as displayed in Table 3 . Resampling suggested that when using partial credit, equivalent groups of 175 students offer enough power to observe significant differences between performance levels in 90% of trials, while equivalent groups of 192 students were required when using binary scoring. Thus, within this context, using partial credit allowed sample sizes to be reduced by 9% while obtaining the same result.
METHOD VALIDATION
When smaller equivalent sample sizes are required to differentiate between groups, Type II error is reduced for consistent sample sizes across scoring metrics. Before celebrating this finding, it is necessary to evaluate whether partial credit scoring in turn increases Type I error.
If no actual difference exists between two groups and we maintain a threshold of p < .05 in determining a significant difference, the Type I error rate, or alpha, should be 5%. In order to determine whether partial credit has reduced Type II error simply by increasing Type I error, we simulated a null experiment with our dataset. The full sample population (146 students) was subjected to the resampling (with replacement) process, without predefining students as having high or low performance or as belonging to a particular experimental condition. Thus, for every sample increment, n, Sample 1 and Sample 2 were randomly selected from the full population (establishing samples that were not distinctly different). An independent samples t-test was conducted to analyze the difference in partial credit scores between subsamples. This 'trial' was repeated 5,000 times, with p-values recorded for each trial. Complimentary trials were conducted using binary correctness. The percentage of trials resulting in significantly different subsamples is charted in Figure 5 . Both measures show roughly similar trends, with approximately 5% of trials resulting in significant findings. This finding suggests that while partial credit allows for more robust group differentiation, it does not significantly influence Type I error.
DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK
The present work sought to examine whether partial credit scoring could be used to enhance the efficiency of group differentiation within a previously published randomized controlled trial. Results confirmed our expectations, suggesting that partial credit is a more robust measure of student performance that increases the reliability of group differentiation and reduces the sample size required to observe significant differences (or, enhances power).
Partial credit scoring held merit for differentiating both between student performance levels and between experimental conditions. The lack of strength in the latter finding may be correlated with the efficacy of the intervention itself; differentiation based on a learning intervention should not be expected to be as robust as differentiation based on a mathematically established dichotomy. Still, trends in reliability for both scoring metrics follow the standards of a power analysis: if sample sizes in the original work had been larger, the intervention would have proven reliably significant.
It should be noted that while we observed consistent positive effects for partial credit, it is mathematically possible for the metric to underperform binary scoring. When using t-test comparisons, smaller p-values are obtained as t-statistics increase. T-statistics are inflated when mean differences between groups are large while variance within groups is low. Mathematically, the use of partial credit reduces within group variance while increasing the mean for each group. With this increase in means, it would be possible for binary scoring to outperform partial credit in a heavily skewed dataset.
A potential limitation of this approach can be found in the balance between enhancing group differentiation by adding measures of student performance and overfitting student performance. One could argue that to most efficiently differentiate between groups, all available student data could be collapsed into a partial credit metric, perhaps using a regression model. While this would likely result in better differentiation, the overly robust definition of 'partial credit' would fail to generalize to other online learning platforms, or possibly even to other content or user populations within the ASSISTments platform. Future work should consider the pros and cons of supplementing partial credit scoring with additional measures of student performance.
Another potential limitation of this work is that students' habits within the ASSISTments tutor are normative to those of a binary system; the majority of students understand that they will lose all credit if they request tutoring feedback or make more than one attempt. Thus, any definition of partial credit that uses a data mining approach to work backwards toward group differentiation should be considered potentially skewed. As partial credit was recently implemented within ASSISTments, future work should consider how the real-time effects of partial credit scoring impact the power of randomized controlled trials.
Future research should also consider how our partial credit approach contends with latent group differentiation, in an attempt to outperform modeling techniques like Knowledge Tracing. Even if latent, when two groups are qualitatively different (i.e., learned vs. unlearned, denoting skill mastery within KT) our method may be feasible to observe patterns leading to more reliable group differentiation. Future work should examine this paradigm, and consider the generalizability of using partial credit scoring within the context of other platforms and domains.
CONTRIBUTION
The work presented herein is novel in that it sought to bridge the gap between educational research and data mining by applying post hoc mining methods to the results of a previously published randomized controlled trial. Results suggested a substantial benefit of considering partial credit scoring within online learning platforms: increased efficiency in group differentiation which translates to increased power and reduced Type II error. Our findings further confirm the notion that allowing students to learn during assessment is beneficial to students and researchers alike. Student performance metrics that are typically lost on traditional posttests can actually improve data analysis. Further, our results suggest that by using robust measures of student performance, the number of items or opportunities analyzed need not be large to result in significant group differentiation, offering evidence for short, minimally invasive assessments. These findings translate to real world implications: significant outcomes can be observed with smaller samples and with fewer overall data points, reducing the many of the costs and constraints of experimental research.
